Abstract: A method is given by which the descriptive content of quantum state specific-information can be encoded into subparticle coordinates. This method is consistent with the GGU-model solution to general grand unification problem.
State specific-information.
Subparticles are predicted by the GGU-model (Herrmann, 1993 (Herrmann, , 1994 . They are used for various purposes and it has recently been shown that subparticles can transmit quantum state specific-information over any distance in a manner that would appear to be instantaneous (Herrmann, 1999a) without violating Einstein separability. What has been missing from these investigations is a direct method that would encoded such specific-information within the appropriate ultrasubparticle coordinate so that the generation of an intermediate subparticle would display this specific-information when the standard part operator, st(·), is applied.
Recall that each of the coordinates i ≥ 3 of an ultrasubparticle that characterizes physical behavior contains only the numbers ±1/10 ω ∈ µ(0), where ω is a Robinson (1966) infinite natural number and µ(0) the set of hyperreal infinitesimals. Consider any descriptive scientific language L, and construct an intuitive word w that yields the descriptive content for a particular quantum state. Note that w ∈ [w] ⊂ L, where [w] is the equivalence class of all symbol strings that have the same relative meaning (Herrmann, 1999b) . Then, as in Herrmann (1987 Herrmann ( , 1993 Herrmann ( , 1994 , there is an encoding i into the set of natural numbers (including 0). In the equivalence classes of partial sequences E, there is the unique set [f 0 ] such that f 0 (0) = i(w).
From subparticle theory (Herrmann, 1993 (Herrmann, , 1994 (Herrmann, , 1999a , there is an ultrasubparticle coordinate a j that corresponds to this quantum state specific-information. It is also known (Herrmann, 1993 (Herrmann, , 1994 (Herrmann, , 1999a , that there exists a unique hyperreal natural number λ such that st(λ/10 ω ) = i(w). Hence, in order to obtain the intermediate subparticle such that st(a j ) = i(w), simply consider a λ hyperfinite combination of ultrasubparticles. This will yield an intermediate subparticle with
where each term of this hyperfinite series is the constant 1/10 ω . Since i is an injection, the actual state specific-information, in descriptive form, can be recaptured by considering the inverse i −1 . What this implies is that by hyperfinite subparticle combination and application of the standard part operator each elementary physical particle may be assumed to be composed of all of the requisite state specific-information that distinguishes it from any other quantum physical entity and state specific-information is characterized by a specific coordinate entry.
Subparticle mechanisms.
The mapping i, in section 1, is somewhat arbitrary. The "word" w merely represents the specific-information it contains. As stated in Herrmann (1993) about subparticles, "These multifaceted things, these subparticles are not to be construed as either particles nor waves nor quanta nor anything that can be represented by a fixed imagery. Subparticles are to be viewed only operationally" (p. 99). The hyperfinite sum (1.1) is an analogue model for an ultrafinite combination of ultrasubparticles. Each ultrafinite combination can be conceived of as a "bundling" of the ultrasubparticles. An intermediate subparticle is generated by the ultralogic * S applied to an ultraword called an ultramixture. Each elementary particle is generated by * S applied to a single ultraword termed an ultimate ultramixture (Herrmann, 1993, p. 106) . This method of generation can be continued through all levels of complexity. Of course, realization occurs only when the standard part operator is applied. [Note: When the physical-like process is discussed the term "ultrafinite" is used rather than "hyperfinite" as an indication that this applies to a specific physical-like process and a mathematical model such as st(
The infinitesimal values ±1/10 ω used in ultrasubparticle coordinates a i , i ≥ 3 are, in general, not unique. However, for a fixed ω ∈ IN ∞ each utilized λ is unique. Thus, mathematical expressions that appear in this section only represent analogue models for subparticle behavior. This is especially the case where defined measures are used as representations for the "qualities" that characterize the elementary "particles" since the values of the various λ ∈ IN ∞ used in hyperfinite sums such as (1.1) are dependent upon a defined measure. Hence, they but represent the notion of an ultrafinite combination of ultrasubparticles. However, for a fixed ω, some contend that if a physical property is characterized by a numerical value that requires a unit of measure, then, since the numerical value is based upon a standard that also is formed by subparticle combinations, there would exist an actual unique λ. But, this is for the form λ/10 ω .
All that has been done with subparticle theory can be accomplished using other forms such a ±1/2 ω . Everything in subparticle theory, including the next material, can be done in the binary form. Thus, the actual absolute uniqueness for such a λ is in doubt unless one accepts that the binary form is the absolute correct form. However, all of these uniqueness notions are totally unnecessary since this is a model for behavior. The actual mathematical model itself states that there is much specific behavior within the model that cannot be expressed in any human language form. This does not eliminate general descriptions for behavior, descriptions that need not refer to specific quantities such as a required unique λ. Such general descriptions follow the same patterns as the descriptions that appear in the first paragraph of this section.
In Herrmann (1993, p. 103) , independent *-finite coordinate summation is used to model the formation of an intermediate subparticle generated by * S applied to an ultramixture. It is mentioned that this can also be accomplished operationally by repeated application of an affine (actually a *-affine) transformation. In order to discuss various transformations that model subparticle mechanisms, objects equivalent to matrices are used. These matrices are viewed in our Nonstandard Model as internal functions M :
* IR, where nonzero n ∈ * IN. It is not difficult to convent, by *-transform, the usual process of multiplying a standard (a 1 , . . . , a n ) by a standard n × n matrix A and obtain a transformed standard (b 1 , . . . , b n ) into statements using M . The result obtained will be a hyperfinite and, hence, internal object. Further, the usual linear algebra finite coordinatewise summation *-transferred to the hyperfinite yields internal objects. When appropriate, the usual matrix notation is used.
In Herrmann (1993, p. 110) , the possible "naming" of ultrafinite combinations is discussed. [There is a typographical error in (2), the last line on this page. It should read "For the set of all fundamental entities. . . . entities."] This process does not lend itself to a simple *-affine transformation. However, under the proper specific-information interpretation, the first and second coordinates yield no natural-world specific-information and, when realization occurs, are suppressed.
Indeed, for only natural-world applications one need not include these two coordinates as part of the basic operational definition for subparticles and if not included, what follows would need to be slightly modified.
Consequently, the following approach should be considered as but models for the production of natural-world specificinformation.
In what follows, the most general ultrasubparticle case is used, where a 1 = k, a 1 = 1. For a single characteristic modeled by coordinate a i , i > 2, one of the simplest transformation processes is modeled by the internal *-affine transformation
where I is an identity matrix,
This transformation must be applied λ − 1 times. For example, assume that T is "first" applied to (k, 1, 1/10 ω , −1/10 ω , . . . , a n ) T , ω ∈ IN ∞ , n ∈ * IN and models a quality expressed by coordinate i = 3. Then applying the *-translation T for a total of "λ − 1 times" yields the intermediate subparticle
1/10 ω , −1/10 ω , . . . , a n ) = (k, λ, λ/10 ω , −1/10 ω , . . . , a n ).
( 2.2) In this form, the second coordinate reveals the count value.
The operator that yields the realized intermediate subparticle for (2.2) can be represented by a matrix composed of operators. This matrix is (b ij ) n×n , where b ii = st, 3 ≤ i ≤ n and 0· = b 11 = b 22 = b ij , i = j, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n and, for this case, yields (0, 0, r, 0, . . . , 0), st(λ/10 ω ) = r, a representation for specificinformation. This matrix can be modified relative to the first two coordinates since these coordinates do not yield any natural-world specific-information. There are relations between coordinate specific-information and it is these relations that determine how the elementary particles behave when they are conceived of as finite collections of intermediate subparticles.
Rather than (2.1), there are more specific λ dependent internal *-affine transformations which need apply but once as a model for coordinate independent *-finite coordinate summation. For the unique λ, simply consider
where
One application of (2.3) yields (2.2).
The generation of the intermediate subparticles by these methods and then the bundling of finitely many to yield any elementary particle in any state can be represented by a single and simple internal *-linear transformation upon which the standard part operator is applied. Suppose that there is but three qualities necessary to completely describe an elementary particle and these are modeled by λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 and coordinates 3,4,5. Consider matrix (b ij ) n×n , b ii = 0; i = 1, 2, 6, 7, . . . , b 33 = λ 1 , b 44 = λ 2 , b 55 = λ 3 and b ij = 0, i = j, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. For realization, consider st((b ij )(k, 1, 1/10 ω , −1/10 ω , . . . , a n ) T ) = (0, 0, r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , 0, . . . , 0). If one wanted this matrix to replicate the finite bundling of intermediate subparticles with suppression of the naming and the count number coordinates rather than merely producing the standard results, then the b ii = 3, i ≥ 6 .
The major purpose for this section is to establish that the general notion of independent *-finite coordinate summation, technically, is not a forced mathematically procedure designed solely for this one purpose since the results can be duplicated by other rather simple and well known mathematical operators. However, rigorously establishing the results by other well known means is less significant than the intuitive idea of generating specific-information from infinitesimal pieces of information by a simple bundling process, and then continuing this bundling process to obtain elementary particles. Retaining these intuitive notions remains the major purpose for (a) the independent *-finite summation model followed by (b) the usual coordinatewise summation for coordinates i ≥ 3. The (b) process can be continued to obtain the specific-information that characterizes more complex entities composed of the assumed elementary particles.
Although very trivial, the following is presented for completeness. Consider from Herrmann (1993, p. 100 ) the sequence (a) S n described in the paragraph prior to Theorem 11.1.1 or consider the sequence (b) S n = f m /m described in the proof of Theorem 11.1.1. The sequence (a) is but the sequence f of Theorem 11.1.1 where, in the proof, "m" is written in the form 10
m . In what follows, sequences of the type S are used, where S n /10 n → r, and r > 0. Suppose that for a specific
ω , * S ω /10 ω ∈ µ(r). As defined on pages 99-100 of Herrmann (1993) via the decimal representation, the hyperreal numbers * S ′ ω /10 ω and * S ω /10 ω are values of * g(ω) and * g ′ (ω) respectively, where the standard sequences g(n) = S n /10 n , and g ′ (n) = S ′ n /10 n both converge to r. The statement ∃x((x ∈ * IN) ∧ ( * g(x) = * g ′ (x))) holds in * M. This also holds in M, where it reads ∃x((x ∈ IN) ∧ (g(x) = g ′ (x))). Hence, there is some (c) n ∈ IN such that S n /10 n = S ′ n /10 n .
There are two definitions for a decimal representation of the number r. In Rudin (1964, p. 12) , the series is constructed by induction via partial sums ≤ r. For subparticle usage, the representation relative to terminating decimals requires ≤ be changed to <. From the definition, the sum is G 0 + n 1 /10 + · · · + G n /10 n and the G n is the largest non-negative integer such that G 0 + G 1 /10 + · · · + G n /10 n < r. Since there is only one largest non-negative integer with the stated property, then the values G i , i = 0, . . . , n are unique and the number r is the unique limit of this sequence of partial sums. Now from the definition of S, S n = G 0 (10 n ) + G 1 (10 n−1 ) + · · · + G n and this sum is unique and must equal S ′ n by definition of S ′ . This contradicts statement (c). Hence, for any selected ω ∈ IN ∞ , there is a unique λ ∈ IN ∞ such that λ/10 ω ∈ µ(r).
